Sex,Lies, and Bondage Tape

Fitness instructor Kelly Burton is a woman
on a mission, and this time its sneaking
backstage at a rock concert to get super star
Clayton Warrens autograph for her friend.
What she doesnt factor in is becoming
privy to a big media secret, nor being
captured by a sexy security guy who sends
her pulse racing. Backstage security man
Tommy Samsons specialty is sending
rogue groupies on their way with a playful
spank and a threat, but this woman is
responding to his behavior in an entirely
different way and very soon theyre locked
in hands-on-combat of an intimate kind,
kicking off a sequence of crazy sex games
back and forth across London. When Kelly
wants to track Tommy down, she has to
resort to being a groupie all over again,
shanghaiing Clayton Warren and doing a
deal over his big media secret to get hold
of Tommys contact details. Kelly is a
stubborn, independent woman who plays
the men at their own games, but it only
makes Tommy want more, and what
Tommy wantsTommy goes after. Erotic
romance novella. Word count: c.36,000
Please note: This title includes explicit m/f
sexuality, BDSM and some m/m
interaction.
This novella originally
appeared in the KINK anthology.
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